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Abstract
This paper covers our approaches for the Social
Media Mining for Health (SMM4H) Shared
Tasks 2a and 2b. Apart from the baseline archi-
tectures, we experiment with Parts of Speech
(PoS), dependency parsing, and Tf-Idf features.
Additionally, we perform contrastive pretrain-
ing on our best models using a supervised
contrastive loss function. In both the tasks,
we outperformed the mean and median scores
and ranked first on the validation set. For
stance classification, we achieved an F1-score
of 0.636 using the CovidTwitterBERT model,
while for premise classification, we achieved an
F1-score of 0.664 using BART-base model on
test dataset. Additionally, all the code and data
to generate reproducible results is available on
Github1.

1 Introduction

With the growth of social media platforms such
as Twitter and Facebook, people can express their
views on any topic. This lets them reach a vast
audience, as these platforms have millions of users,
and helps them get recognition for their issues on-
line. In the case of trending events on social me-
dia, many people post their opinions around the
same time, thus rapidly shaping the public opinion
on those events. Misinformation may be spread
unknowingly or knowingly by malicious parties,
creating the wrong public opinion among social
media users.

Generally, when governments introduce new
schemes or policies, they need to know the peo-
ple’s reviews, suggestions, and complaints. Social
Media sites like Twitter are essential in this aspect
as they let users post microblog tweets of up to 280
characters and allow them to use hashtags to link
the tweet to other tweets of the same topic that use
this hashtag. During the COVID crisis, many pub-
lic mandates were imposed regarding the closure of

1https://github.com/architmang/enolp_
musk-SMM4H_COLING2022

public places, lockdown in many places, and social
distancing norms. This unusual change made many
people post their views on these topics. To derive
the public opinion on these topics, we must know
the text’s claim i.e. towards what entity is this ar-
gument targeted, the user’s stance associated with
this claim i.e. whether the argument is in favor or
against the claim, and the premise associated with
this claim i.e whether the text has a convincing
argument or not.

Similar to the work carried out by (Glandt et al.,
2021), we perform stance classification for health
mandate-related tweets by employing pre-trained
transformer models and then trying to improve clas-
sification results by using additional features as
described in the section 3.2.

2 Task & Dataset Description

Task 2 of the shared tasks for Social Media Mining
for Health (Weissenbacher et al., 2022) has the mo-
tive for stance and premise classification of tweets
related to the health mandates - "Stay at Home Or-
ders", "Face Masks" and "School Closures". The
two subtasks are:

• Task 2a: Classification of stance in tweets
about health mandates related to COVID-19
(in English)

• Task 2b: Classification of premise in tweets
about health mandates related to COVID-19
(in English)

The dataset (Davydova and Tutubalina, 2022)
consists of views of the general public on vari-
ous issues and government mandates for COVID-
19 in the form of Twitter Comments. It is manu-
ally labeled for claims, stance, and premise. The
claims are of three categories "Stay at Home Or-
ders", "Face Masks" and "School Closures". Each
of the annotated entries in the dataset consists
of stance which is of one of the three classes-
"FAVOR", "AGAINST" or "NEITHER", and the

https://github.com/architmang/enolp_musk-SMM4H_COLING2022
https://github.com/architmang/enolp_musk-SMM4H_COLING2022
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premise which contains the binary annotations 0
(if the tweet does not have any premise) or 1 (if the
tweet contains a premise). The training, validation,
and test sets are of size 3556, 600, and 2000 tweets,
respectively.

3 Implementation Details

Section 3.1 describes the baseline architectures
used for our experiments, Section 3.2 and Section
3.3 describe the techniques tried to improve the
models using additional features and contrastive
learning respectively. We discuss the details of our
experimental setting in Section 3.4.

3.1 Baseline Architectures
We adopt pre-trained transformer models (Vaswani
et al., 2017) from HuggingFace and add linear lay-
ers over the 786 or 1024 dimensional sentence rep-
resentation from the models (Figure 1) and finetune
them for our use case. We use monolingual pre-
trained language models as the data corpus consists
of English comments only.

The details of exact architectural details is dis-
cussed in this section.

• BERT2(Devlin et al., 2018) is a transform-
ers model pretrained on a large corpus of En-
glish data in a self-supervised fashion with the
Masked Language Modelling objective. We
use the uncased version of the model for our
experiments.

• RoBERTa3 (Liu et al., 2019), pretrained on
a large corpus of English data in a semi-
supervised setting with dynamic masked lan-
guage modelling objective.

• DeBERTa-V34 (He et al., 2021), is an im-
provement over the original DeBERTa model
that uses ELECTRA-style pre-training with
Gradient Disentangled Embedding Sharing.
DeBERTa improves the BERT and RoBERTa
models using disentangled attention and en-
hanced mask decoder.

• BART5 (Lewis et al., 2019) is a encoder-
decoder transformer model with a BERT like
bidirectional encoder and auto-regressive de-
coder like GPT (Radford and Narasimhan,
2018).

2huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
3huggingface.co/roberta-large
4huggingface.co/microsoft/deberta-v3-large
5huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large

ClaimTweet

Transformer Dependency / POS /
TF-IDF Parser

Dense Layer (256 neurons)

Dense Layer (128 neurons)

Sigmoid / Softmax

Stance / Premise Predictions

Figure 1: Model Architectures
The part of the figure inside the blue dotted line is the baseline
architecture.

• CovidTwitterBERT-V26(Müller et al., 2020),
is a BERTlarge model pretrained on large cor-
pus of Tweets on COVID-19.

3.2 Additional Features

As suggested in (Kapadnis et al., 2021), we pass
additional information to the model in the form of
Parts of Speech features (POS), Dependency Pars-
ing features and term frequency-inverse document
frequency (Tf-Idf) features. The claims correspond-
ing to the tweets are appended to the text before
computing the feature vectors.

We find the POS label for each lexicon and then
label encode it according to the descending order
of occurrences. This feature vector is then merged
with the pooled layer output and passed to the next
set of dense layers.
Similarly, we do it for dependency parsing features
and Tf-idf bi-gram features generation.

3.3 Contrastive Pretraining

We try to improve the representations in the embed-
ding space of our best model (CovidTwitterBERT

6 huggingface.co/digitalepidemiologylab/covid-twitter-bert-v2
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& BART-base) by using a supervised contrastive
loss function (Khosla et al., 2020), instead of the
usual cross-entropy loss. This can leverage label
information better and morph the embedding space
by pulling data points from the same class closer
and pushing apart data points from other classes.
The loss is defined as follows,

Lsup
out =

∑
i∈I

Lsup
out,i =

∑
i∈I

−1

|P (i)|

∑
p∈P (i)

log
exp (zizp/τ)∑

a∈A(i)

exp (ziza/τ)

(1)

The dataset for contrastive training was created
by adding positive and negative labels to the sam-
ples present in the task dataset. We try three dif-
ferent strategies, finetuning with contrastive loss
only, pretraining with contrastive loss then fine-
tuning with cross-entropy loss and finetuning with
a weighted loss with 0.7 weight given to cross-
entropy and 0.3 to contrastive loss. The weights
were chosen considering the performance when
finetuning with cross-entropy and contrastive loss.
We achieved an F1-score of 0.289, 0.835, and 0.802
with the above mentioned strategies respectively.

3.4 Experimentation Details
Preliminary analysis of the training set reveals
that the dataset is balanced among the classes
for stances. However, this is not the case for
the premise prediction task. The most frequent
tri-grams derived from the tweets that favor the
claim are ’#closetheschools #closetheschools #clos-
etheschools’, ’wear damm mask’ & ’people wear-
ing masks’; the same for against ’#schoolre-
openindia #schoolreopenindia #schoolreopenin-
dia’, ’open. don’t think’ & ’don’t wear mask’. The
none class has tri-grams from random topics like

’liveon #ourapponplaystore #websiteonbio’.
We preprocess the dataset before passing it

through the transformer models. The whitespaces,
URLs, HTML tags, and emoji patterns are removed
from the tweet string. The processed tweets and
claims are passed to the model tokenizer, which re-
turns the encoded input which consists of input ids
and attention masks. The stance values are mapped
to numerical values using a label binarizer.

All the models are trained with a batch size of 16,
except CovidTwitterBERT which is trained with
a batch size of 8 due to computational constraints.
A very low learning rate of 10e−5 is used to fine-
tune the transformer models for 10 epochs. Weight
decay and learning rate scheduling is used to pre-
vent overfitting. The input sequence length after

MODELS base large large +
noun

large +
dependency Contrastive

BERT 0.606 0.602 0.475 0.537 -
RoBERTa 0.645 0.731 0.744 0.743 -
DeBERTa-V3 0.630 0.773 0.784 0.784 -
BART 0.479 0.691 0.728 0.708 -
CovidTwitterBERT - 0.855 0.843 0.827 0.835

Table 1: Performance on Stance Prediction

MODELS base large large
+ noun

large +
dependency Contrastive

BERT 0.803 0.785 0.753 0.655 -
RoBERTa 0.823 0.817 0.741 0.675 -
DeBERTa-V3 0.819 0.812 0.760 0.729 -
BART 0.857 0.803 0.715 0.738 0.704
CovidTwitterBERT - 0.781 0.764 0.734 -

Table 2: Performance on Premise Prediction

tokenization is set at 512 to get the full advantage
of these large language models.

4 Evaluation Metrics

The F1-scores for stance and premise are calculated
as follows,

F1 = 1/n
∑
c∈C

F1rel,c

where, C is the set of claims, n is the number
of unique claims and F1rel is the macro F1-score
averaged over first two relevance classes (the class
“neither” is excluded).

5 Summary of Results

We note the crucial observations for Stance &
Premise prediction on the development dataset in
Table 1 & Table 27 respectively. The first col-
umn mentions the model name, and the rest of
the columns are the performance while using a spe-
cific model size or other improvement strategies
described earlier.

We observe that, in general the transformer mod-
els pre-trained on in-domain datasets perform bet-
ter than the base models. Furthermore, we also no-
tice a jump in performance gained with CovidTwit-
terBERT by pretraining the baseline BERTlarge

model with in-domain data.
We performed contrastive training only for the

best model for each subtask. However, the perfor-
mance didn’t improve with this strategy. Passing
more contextual information in the form of addi-
tional features gives a considerable boost to the
performance of baseline models for stance predic-
tion but fails for premise prediction.

7Note that the results for Task 2b are according to the eval-
uation metric described in the Task Description and doesn’t
match with Codalab results.
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Surprisingly, BART-base outperforms the large
and in-domain pre-trained models for Task 2b.
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